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Intro



Disclaimer

Cryptocurrencies are particularly volatile assets. Nothing in 
this document is meant to suggest that trading cryptos is a 
good decision for you personally. 

Cryptocurrency is a new, less regulated market which 
contains risks unique to any other assets. 

Any mention of past results is wholly unrelated to future 
performance. 

Nothing in this document should be construed as an 
endorsement of a product, service, exchange, or any other 
entity mentioned here within. 



Topics

 

Intro / How to Get Started

Trading Cryptos with Elliott Wave



Cryptocurrency 
Advantages vs. Fiat

 

Irreversibility

Transparent inflation rate

Political neutrality (with exceptions)

Low transaction costs

Borderless

 



Cryptocurrency 
Unique Risks

 

Exchanges are still quite undeveloped, still get 
hacked, suffer overload and have order slippage.  

No deposit insurance (with the exception of fiat at 
some exchanges)

No central quote

Gov. policy is still new and can change. 

User compromise.

Future advances in computing may make the 
blockchain hackable.
 



Benefits of Trading

Cryptocurrency

 

Low cost of entry

24/7 market / few gaps minus slippage (gift or curse?)

Easily move funds from exchange to exchange within 15-20 
minutes. 

Less institutional or HFT money in the small caps

 



Steps to start trading cryptos
1. Move fiat to crypto currency
2. Open an exchange account
3. Send coin to the exchange
4. Learn about what to trade
5. Trade!



Process

Bank
Fiat/Crypto 
Exchange

Trading
Platform/
Exchange

Coinbase/GDAX
Kraken
Gemini

GDAX
Kraken
Gemini
Bittrex

Poloniex



Ryan’s Basic 
Exchange Combo

 

Coinbase / GDAX: 
Fiat to Crypto but only four large cap coins coins

Bittrex: 
All top 15 large caps plus most relevant tokens

*Binance: 
Some enhanced features and some coins missing on Bittrex.

*Requires filing FBAR if US citizen 
Nothing here is an endorsement



From Fiat to Crypto

Choose Coin

Choose Bank Account

Quantity

Buy!

Screen capture from Coinbase.com



Sending to An Exchange

Wallets for various 
cryptocurrencies
on Bittrex



Example of copying the receiving 
address from Bittrex to Coinbase



Basic Level of 
Security

 

1. Stay Clean and free of viruses. 

2. Always use Two factor Authentication (2FA) for all 
accounts. 

3. Once you’ve established an account bookmark it so 
you are not Googling the site. 

4. Don’t get phished- Never click a link and login from 
an email. 

5. Use unique emails for every cryptocurrency exchange

6. Don’t mix your everyday email, particularly on your 
phone with crypto trading.

7. Double check each time you copy and paste an 
address, at least the first and last 4 numbers.

8. If you are using Google email or Authenticator for 
crypto exchanges, don’t use your phone number as a 
recovery method. 



Let’s Talk Trading...

 

Cryptocurrencies are a sentiment driven market. 
How do you value them. Elliott Wave is the great 
discerner of sentiment. 

On EWT, we use the Elliott Wave Principle to 
structure all of our trading:

1. Understand the direction of trend

2. Profit taking targets

3. Risk management and stops

4. Long and short term views



The Elliott 
Wave Visual

 



Wave III= 1.618 the length 
of wave I, in log  

Fibonacci Pinball

 



Wave II retraces .618 of I

Fibonacci Pinball

 



Low Probability ‘Knife Catch’ at 
possible 2 wave completion

Higher probability Setup 
at 5 up, 3 down off of 
higher degree 2

Trade Entries

 

Stops are at the bottom of 
Wave1



The Moon Flight

 
Cryptos and  Elliott Wave 

 



A personal story using Ethereum, (ETHUSD) ca. March 2017

 

41 Cents

$21.50

$5.92



Ethereum, (ETHUSD) today
 

41 Cents

$21.50

$5.92

Wave iii $3563

$1420



Bitcoin (BTCUSD)
 

3 Cents

$2.25M

$65-150K

$30

$3200

$2.15



.6 Cents

$.88

18 cents

$13.55
$3.44

Stellar Lumen (XLMUSD)
 



.5 Cents

$1.10

20 cents

$11.45

Bitshares (BTSUSD)
 



STEEMUSD (STEEMUSD)
 

$3.43

$16.77

$165.29



The Great Challenge

 

How to take advantage of this amazing opportunity?

How do you hang on through a 60%, 80%, even 90% 
drop, or should you?

Or, where do you take profit so you can avoid it?

Our experience tells us that the Elliott Wave Principle 
shows the way



How to be successful:

Build a CORE position that you hold through the Bull count on the daily / weekly charts.

Trade around your CORE position using the hourly weekly charts. 

The CORE is the position that is most exposed to the large multi-month declines.

The size of positions, or ‘buckets’ is highly personal. 

Doing both requires keeping some level of cash position to take advantage of opportunities. 



Using 
Timeframes

 

Start CORE

Take CORE 
Profit

Add short term 
Position

Take Profit on short 
term position

Add short term 
Position

Add to Core



Bitcoin (BTCUSD) 1W
 

Core Entries
 

Core Profit Taking
 

$2.25M

$65-150K

$3200

$5920



Bitcoin (BTCUSD) 2H
 

Core + short term entry
 

Short Term stop
 

Core Stop (strong break down)
 

Core Entry 2



Bitcoin (BTCUSD) 2H
 

Short Term stop moved
 

Short Term Entries
 

Short Term Profit Taking



Large Cap Closed Trades
 



Small Cap Closed Trades
 



Additional Links

 

Videos on Blockchain

https://goo.gl/6ap5Me

https://goo.gl/RvhZU1

More complete Introduction Webinar:

https://goo.gl/SEgRQh

PDF on Security

https://www.elliottwavetrader.net/r/Crypto_Security.pdf

Using Crypto Analysis on Elliott Wave Trader

https://goo.gl/gxT9ah

https://goo.gl/6ap5Me
https://goo.gl/RvhZU1
https://goo.gl/SEgRQh
https://www.elliottwavetrader.net/r/Crypto_Security.pdf
https://goo.gl/gxT9ah


More Free Analysis and Free Trial?

https://www.elliottwavetrader.net/cryptocurrency/



Questions?



Thank you!


